Data, network effects and
interoperability
Facilitated by Ian Brown

Fact sheet / Interoperability workshop

01. What was this session about?
1.

Participants discussed the impact of key data resources and network effects in the digital
environment and how far they enable anti-competitive behaviour by platforms and other
Big Tech companies:
A firm with a large amount of data about its customers often has a significant
advantage over potential competitors in providing services (such as product
recommendations), discouraging customers from switching to competitors,
improving its services (e.g. through machine learning model training), and
developing new related services.
A firm with many users can be more attractive to existing and new users (e.g.,
a messaging or social networking service) and to other types of customers
(e.g., advertisers; drivers; restaurants) — so called direct and indirect network
effects.

02. Why should digital rights organisations care?
1.

Due to these and other factors, digital markets are often “winner takes all”, with one firm
taking a very large market share (e.g. search and social media in most EU member states)
and competitors finding it very difficult to enter or expand into the market. This means
customers are likely to face higher prices and/or, in the case of advertising-supported “free”
services, lower quality, choice and innovation, including greater intrusion to enable microtargeted advertising.

2.

At the same time, interoperability requirements could lead to new risks. For example, left
unchecked gatekeepers could develop proprietary interoperability standards, which could
hinder interoperability in practice.
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03. Is an interoperability mandate the answer and
how do we enforce it?
1.

Requiring dominant or gatekeeper firms to enable other companies to connect to their
services can be a powerful remedy for anticompetitive data and network effects, in various
forms below. Each of the relevant statutes has specific enforcement opportunities. (More
detail is overleaf.)

04. Four related remedies
1.

Data portability (GDPR Art.20) — individuals have right to move their personal data from
one service to another, directly if possible, reducing switching costs. Vague, underenforced.

2. Real-time data portability or data interoperability (Payment Services Directive 2 and
Digital Markets Act Art.6(1)(h)) — user can authorise one service to access their data in
another (e.g. financial planning tools using live bank account data; farmer gets advice on
reducing pesticide use based on data from their tractor sensors; consumer gets advice on
energy or telecoms services based on usage).
3. Functional interoperability (DMA Art.6(1)(f); competition law) — user of one service can,
with permission, cause another to take an action (e.g. make a payment; send/receive messages; interact with users of another social network; use different client software to access
a service; control IoT devices; charge electric cars using all chargers).
4. Data sharing (DMA Art.6(1)(j); Data Act; competition law) — firms required to share key data
resources with competitors/customers/governments.
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05. Ways for digital rights organisations to get
active
1.

Enforcement of user remedies: Digital rights organisations could engage with consumers
and SMEs in the use of these remedies.

2. Support of regulatory action: In addition, Art. 7 DMA makes the interoperability mandate subject to further specification by the Commission: it could, for example, decide that
a gatekeeper’s interoperability actions do not meet its legal requirements and require,
among other things, better documentation, the creation of a stakeholder forum, etc. Digital rights organisations could put pressure on Commission to make use of those powers.
3. Standard setting: Digital rights organisations could work together to map developing official and commercial interoperability standards and work with smaller companies to develop baseline standards that are designed to protect the digital rights of consumers. Specifically, digital rights organisations could help tech companies understand civil society
concerns that go beyond the commercial and information security concerns that those
tech companies are likely to focus on.
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Sources of market power for
large firms/platforms

Interoperability or related
remedies

Specific issues
(*=minor, **=major)

Access to individual customer
data to provide customised
services and adjacent services

Real-time data portability/data
interoperability (under individual
customer control)
Requirement to support user
data stores
(Much) stricter enforcement of
data minimisation and purpose
limitation elements of data
protection law

Customer needs accounts
with all services s/he wishes to
interact with, and faces takeit-or-leave-it contract terms
requiring eg consent for profiling
(which can also be addressed
with consumer protection
measures) **

Mandated competitor access to
statistical (eg search query and
clickstream data) or raw data
(likely in pseudonymised form)

Significant data protection issues
(difficulty of anonymisation) with
raw data **

Access to large-scale raw
customer data for analytics/
product improvement

Access to large-scale aggregate/ Mandated competitor access to
statistical customer data for ma- models, or specific functionality
chine learning etc.
of them via APIs (eg checking
content against hate speech
models)

Incentive to greatly increase
profiling of users (needing
greater enforcement of data
minimisation/ purpose limitation
in data protection law)*

Reduced incentives for data
collection *
Potential data protection
issues (since firms would be
given access to competitors’
customer records without those
individuals’ consent) (need to
consider mitigations such as
differential privacy) *
Reduced incentives for data
collection and model training **

Ability to restrict competitor
interaction with customers (eg
send/receive messages, share
content, collaborative editing,
make payments, allocate jobs)

Requirement to support open/
publicly accessible APIs or
standardised communications
protocols (such as from the ITU,
IETF or W3C)

Complexity of designing APIs/
standards, while preventing anticompetitive exclusion *

Availability and use of own
core platform services (eg
monetisation and identity) to
increase “stickiness”

Govt coordination and funding
for development of open
infrastructural standards and
components
Requirement for platforms
to support/integrate these
standard components

Technical complexity of full
integration of standard/
competitor components into
services/design of APIs to
enable this, while preventing
anticompetitive exclusion **
Potential pressure to incorporate
government surveillance
functionality in standards
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About the Digital
Freedom Fund
The Digital Freedom Fund supports strategic litigation to advance digital rights
in Europe. With a view to enabling people to exercise their human rights in digital and networked spaces, DFF provides financial support for strategic cases,
seeks to catalyse collaboration between digital rights activists, and supports
capacity building of digital rights litigators. DFF also helps connect litigators
with pro bono support for their litigation projects. To read more about DFF’s
work, visit: www.digitalfreedomfund.org.

